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Lenin and the Bolsheviks 1966
was the bolshevik success in russia during the revolution and civil war years a legitimate expression of the will of the people or did russian workers peasants
bourgeoisie and upper class groups pose numerous challenges to bolshevik authority challenges that were put down through unyielding repression in this book
distinguished scholars from east and west draw on recently opened archives to challenge the commonly held view that the bolsheviks enjoyed widespread support
and that their early history was simply a march toward inevitable victory they show instead that during this period russian society was at war with itself and with
the bolsheviks authors discuss such previously neglected subjects as government policies toward women and toward religious institutions the protests of workers
and peasants and the anti bolshevik movements and parties in particular they investigate the actions of other political parties and white leaders the peasant
rebellions and workers strikes bolshevik operations against the church attitudes toward peasant and working class women and new data on lenin the last in a
chapter by richard pipes describing not one civil war but several social political and military confrontations going on simultaneously they portray a russia in turmoil
and an outcome that was by no means inevitable

The Bolsheviks in Russian Society 1997-01-01
this book offers a new interpretation of the russian revolution finding that nearly two thirds of the bolsheviks were ethnic minorities

The Bolsheviks and the Russian Empire 2012-11-12
access to newly opened archives has allowed alexander rabinowitch to substantially rewrite the history of how the bolsheviks consolidated their power in russia
focusing on the first year of soviet rule in st petersburg he shows how state organs evolved in the face of repeated crises

The Bolsheviks in Power 2008
based mainly on unknown russian archival sources which have previously been unobtainable this book analyses the bolshevik concepts of the chinese revolution and
their reception in china issues include the role of the three bolshevik leaders lenin stalin and trotsky in trying to lead the chinese communists to victory the real
nature of the trotsky stalin split in the comintern and a dramatic history of the chinese oppositionist movement in soviet russia

The Bolsheviks and the Chinese Revolution 1919-1927 2013-10-23
for generations in the west cold war animosity blocked dispassionate accounts of the russian revolution this history authoritatively restores the upheaval s primary
social actors workers soldiers and peasants to their rightful place at the center of the revolutionary process

The Bolsheviks Come to Power 2004
what was the real impact and significance of the october revolution of 1917 this avowedly revisionist interpretation by a major russian dissident seeks to place lenin
and those around him in the proper perspective since the takeover of russia was the result of a coup d état by a tiny minority of criminals that yuri felshtinsky doesn
t hesitate to call gangsters the communist regime was doomed from the start yuri felshtinsky received a phd in history from rutgers university his books include the
failure of the world revolution 1991 blowing up russia with alexander litvinenko 2007 and the corporation russia and the kgb in the age of president putin with
vladimir pribylovsky 2008 he lives near boston massachusetts
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Lenin and His Comrades 2010-10-26
in a timely re examination of the origins of the system which fell apart so dramatically in 1991 this book deals with the policies of the soviets towards the non
russian nationalities of the former russian empire making extensive use of previously unavailable material from the soviet archives jeremy smith explores the
attempts of the bolsheviks to promote the development of minority nationalities in the soviet context through a combination of political cultural and educational
measures and looks at the disputes surrounding the creation of the soviet union

The Bolsheviks and the National Question, 1917–23 1999-01-13
this study explores freud s influence in russia during the 20th century discussing the lives of the russian freudians the author concludes that the oscillations in
russian attitudes toward freud during soviet rule reflected shifting tensions within russian culture at large

Freud and the Bolsheviks 1998-01-01
an expert work remarkable for its objectivity judiciousness and its sure handling of the available evidence political science quarterly a fine piece of historical writing
soviet studies an able and scholarly inquiry into the perplexing abortive petrograd uprising of june and july 1917 a very interesting view of revolutionary action on
the local level foreign affairs first published in 1968 this pioneering study of revolutionary events in petrograd in the summer of 1917 revised the established view of
the bolsheviks as a monolithic party rabinowitch documents how the party s pluralistic nature had crucial implications for the outcome of the revolution in october

Prelude to Revolution 1991-08-22
now updated with new facts and abridged for use in soviet history courses this gripping book assembles top secret soviet documents translated into english from the
era of stalin s purges the dossiers police reports private letters secret transcripts and other documents expose the hidden inner workings of the communist party
and the dark inhumanity of the purge process book cover

Lenin and the Bolsheviks 1966
in a timely re examination of the origins of the system which fell apart so dramatically in 1991 this book deals with the policies of the soviets towards the non
russian nationalities of the former russian empire making extensive use of previously unavailable material from the soviet archives jeremy smith explores the
attempts of the bolsheviks to promote the development of minority nationalities in the soviet context through a combination of political cultural and educational
measures and looks at the disputes surrounding the creation of the soviet union

Road to Terror 2010-01-01
one of the most renowned soviet writers of the twentieth century maxim gorky was an early supporter of the bolsheviks he became disillusioned with the turn of
events after the 1917 revolution however and wrote a series of critical articles for the magazine new life that eventually caused the new communist government to
close down the publication untimely thoughts is a collection of these articles it is at once a brilliant analysis of the russian national character a condemnation of the
bolshevik methods of government and a vision of a future in which respect for individual accomplishment replaces the tyranny of the tsars and the brutality of
russian peasant existence a controversial book it was not translated into english until 1968 and was not published in the soviet union until 1989 the english edition
of untimely thoughts is now back in print with a new introduction and chronology by mark d steinberg
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The Bolsheviks and the National Question, 1917–23 1999-03-14
the rise of the bolsheviks is an epic russian story that now has a definitive end the major historian of the subject adam ulam has enlarged his classic work with a
new preface that puts the revolutionary moment and especially lenin in perspective for our modern age

Untimely Thoughts 1968
in this major contribution to our understanding of the russian revolution vladimir brovkin provides the fullest account to date of the menshevik party during the first
year of soviet rule focusing on the period from october 1917 through october 1918 months when the soviet political system still permitted a degree of electoral
competition among political parties he explores the moderate socialists opposition to the bolsheviks why he asks did the competition between the bolsheviks and
their socialist opponents lead to a violent confrontation and how did their struggle shape the increasingly repressive political system that emerged during this
period brovkin examines several major aspects of menshevik party history in an effort to discover the organization s place in the revolutionary upheavals that
rocked russian society he analyzes the debates within the party over the best policy for opposing the bolsheviks and describes the mensheviks attempt to undermine
their rivals by winning the support of the working class he depicts too the struggle for party leadership and the changing composition of the membership finally
brovkin explores the mensheviks interactions with their sometime ally the socialist revolutionary sr party and other opposition groups and traces the increasingly
confrontational competition between the moderate socialists and the bolsheviks concluding his account with the onslaught of the red terror and the first stage of the
civil war drawing on an impressive array of primary sources brovkin convincingly shows that as the political struggle progressed the mensheviks together with the
srs were seen as a serious challenge to the bolsheviks he argues further that the bolsheviks determination to counter this perceived threat led them to undertake
the repressive actions that both crushed their opposition and transformed the soviet government into a dictatorship

The Bolsheviks 2009-06-30
the emergence of the military agency of the soviet state is a crucial but neglected aspect of inter war soviet history and in this pioneering study francesco benvenuti
provides a detailed analysis of the politics as opposed to the operational activities of the red army during the civil war several historians have suggested that the
roots of stalinism may be found in the bolshevik experience during the civil war and benvenuti shows that the military opposition inside the party was much stronger
than conventionally supposed trotsky s subsequent political weakness owed much to his ruthless pursuit of military goals not always in direct harmony with party
interests as did his technocratic attempts to extend the role of specialist advisers at the expense of party officials

The Bolsheviks and the National and Colonial Question (1917-1928) 1981
the relationship between society and the regime has been central to much recent research in the field of soviet history in this book an international team of scholars
investigates this theme in the revolutionary period and in the stalin years from the 1920s to the 1940s with an additional section on the bolshevik s relations with
the outside world via the communist international based in moscow the use of fresh archival materials provides challenging new interpretations and insights

Lenin and the Bolsheviks 1973
in this book distinguished scholars from east and west draw on recently opened archives to challenge the commonly held view that the bolsheviks enjoyed
widespread support and that their early history was simply a march toward inevitable victory they show instead that during this period russian society was at war
with itself and with the bolsheviks authors discuss such previously neglected subjects as government policies toward women and toward religious institutions the
protests of workers and peasants and the anti bolshevik movements and parties describing not one civil war but several social political and military confrontations
going on simultaneously they portray a russia in turmoil and on outcome that was by no means inevitable
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The Mensheviks after October 2018-08-06

The Bolsheviks and the Red Army 1918-1921 1988-10-28
this is the first western biography of l b krasin a leader of the bolshevik wing of the russian social democratic workers party commissar of foreign trade in the soviet
government in the 1920s and one of the foremost soviet diplomats of his era this meticulously documented book is based on extensive research in soviet and
western archives and libraries as well as on krasin s personal unpublished letters it reviews krasin s revolutionary conduct including his technical organization of v i
lenin s expropriations robberies of tsarist banks and post offices by secret bolshevik fighting squads krasin s revolutionary activities were quite remarkable
considering his prominent position in russian society by the 1905 revolution he had become one of the leading engineers in the country and had acquired an
international reputation for his expertise in chemical and electrical engineering this biography examines krasin s significant role in consolidating the soviet
government through the recruitment of technical specialists his pursuit of western credits and loans for economic reconstruction and modernization and his work to
establish diplomatic relations between the new government and western european governments during the first part of the 1920s the book devotes considerable
attention to the reasons for his staunch defense of the soviet monopoly of foreign trade there is also careful treatment of krasin s ideology of a technological utopia
a socialist technocracy in soviet russia

Politics and Society under the Bolsheviks 2016-07-27
stalin and the self destruction of the bolsheviks from 1932 to 1939 is the subject of this book which assembles and translates into english for the first time nearly
200 formerly top secret soviet documents from that period 42 illustrations

The Bolsheviks in Russian Society 1997
this book examines the dramatic and sometimes violent events which accompanied the fall of the russian czars and the creation of the soviet nation in drawing upon
the most recent research especially on the nature of the popular movement during 1917 beryl williams examines how and why bolsheviks came to power in october
1917 she considers the different interpretations of the nature of the revolution among the various revolutionary parties and among the bolsheviks themselves and
explores how the bolsheviks consolidated their control over the country she concludes by asking to what extent their visions of a new society and a new soviet man
were fulfilled by 1921

The Bolsheviks and the October Revolution 1974
the relationship between society and the regime has been central to much recent research in the field of soviet history in this book an international team of scholars
investigates this theme in the revolutionary period and in the stalin years from the 1920s to the 1940s with an additional section on the bolshevik s relations with
the outside world via the communist international based in moscow

The Bolsheviks and the Soviets 1919
the iron maze is the story of the secret war waged by western intelligence against the bolsheviks in russia from 1917 the western powers persuaded the bolsheviks
to stay in world war 1 on their side and then tried to overthrow them
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The Bolsheviks and the Czechoslovak Legion 1978
1st and 2nd imperialist wars and the approach of bolsheviks

The Engineer Of Revolution 1992-03-22
this book explores how the muslim scholars of daghestan an important muslim region within russia experienced the 1917 russian revolution and how they attempted
to gain religious and political authority in the new post imperial environment covering the period between the february revolution and the first massive repressions
of the scholars of islam it provides new insights into the complexities of the relations between muslim reformers and bolsheviks it challenges the prevailing view in
western scholarship that the relationship was antagonistic revealing that relations were pragmatic rather than ideological it argues that there was cooperation on
issues of modern education and language policy and alliances against assumed common threats such as the british wahhābis and local Ṣūfīs along with
disagreements related to the bolsheviks atheism and their concept of class struggle overall it demonstrates that the islamic reformist discourse in daghestan
although influenced by the wider islamic debate at the turn of the twentieth century was an integral part of soviet modernity

Prometheus and the Bolsheviks 1937

The Road to Terror 2010

The Russian Revolution 1917-1921 1991-01-08

The Bolsheviks and the World War 1960

The Bolsheviks and the World War 1960

Politics and Society Under the Bolsheviks 1999

Untimely Thoughts 1970

The Bolsheviks and the World War 1940
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The Bolsheviks and the National and Colonial Question, 1917-1928 1957

Lenin and the Bolsheviks 1967

Iron Maze 1999

The Bolsheviks and the National and Colonial Question 1957

“The” Bolsheviks and the World War 1960

Imperialist War and the Bolsheviks 2022-08-12

Muslim Reformers and the Bolsheviks 2022-03-31
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